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ABSTRACT 

Presently a day tourism industry is getting to be plainly one of the vital economic 

sectors, which affects the development and improvement of a large number of the 

parts of the world. Tourism gives an attractive item, which does not rely upon crude 

materials from outside. This paper features the changing measurements of tourism 

industry in Gujarat. The Hospitality, the establishment on which the structure of 

Gujarat tourism constructed, is indigenous to Gujarat. The changing situation from 

hospitality to leisure, recreation, nature-based ecotourism, environmental, sports etc 

and so on are the significant highlights, that makes Gujarat is one of the essential 

goals among different conditions of India outstandingly Rajasthan and Madhya 

Pradesh. Generally the Gujarat stayed a standout amongst the most critical visitor 

goals among the waterfront district of India. From Gujarat consistently an immense 

number of travellers visit different corners of the world, however its quality to be 

have isn't yet been completely used because of the absence of data interstate. Gujarat 

a mosaic of landforms with different alleviation highlights shifting in ages beginning 

from pre-cambrian to later is a one of a kind scene enriched with. It offers colourful 

experience to its travellers packed with pleasant surprises, endowed with forest & 

deserts, hills & plains, seas & lakes, tribal hinterlands & special interest destination 

with a strong rail, roads, & air networks. In this research study researcher concentrate 

on the visitor information, vacationer went by Gujarat most recent accessible 10 years 

to see advancement of tourism industry of Gujarat 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Today, in the world the tourism business is the quickest and biggest developing 

industry in the world. The idea of travel and tourism in Gujarat began a long go back 

prior, when Portuguese individuals entered through the passage of India (Surat, 

Gujarat) and created exchange India. From that point forward the State is accepting 

multitudinous number of voyagers for various purposes. Amid the medieval 

circumstances, Surat, Bharuch and Khambhat, which were among the most dynamic 

ports of the 52 which existed in Gujarat-had numerous merchants cruising out with 

fine silk and flavours to Thailand's shores. Tourism is the demonstration of go with 

the end goal of diversion and business, and the arrangement of administrations for this 

demonstration. People travel, doing so, remain outside their standard condition for 

certain time frame for recreation, business and different purposes. It really 

incorporates the development of individuals for universally handy. Prior the tourism 

was focused just to the visit outside of local locations, while the 21st century tourism 

idea joins their more important exercises. Tourism today does not wait just to 

monetary asset improvement, but rather it likewise incorporates social and political 

congruous relations among individuals and also nations and furthermore more 

genuinely to the common world.  

 

The impact of tourists visit in the destination area and interacting with the local 

people, itself the effect of travellers visit in the goal region and interfacing with the 

nearby individuals, itself brings about both the quantitative and subjective asset 

improvement. Amid their stay in the goal, voyagers communicate with nearby 

occupants and the result of their relationship is, the adjustments in the host person's 

and the host group's personal satisfaction, esteem frameworks, work divisions, family 

connections, mentalities, behavioural example, services and inventive articulations. 

Collaborations of voyagers don't end here, rather it has multi-feature and has its 

suggestion on the normal surroundings also. Tourism is a business association 

managing working, holding and a visit to spots of intrigue. It is a noteworthy socio-

cultural phenomena of the new age society and is connected with financial versatility 

and along these lines a few results. As tourism is a profoundly focused industry; the 

voyager has an extensive variety of decisions and searches for good an incentive for 

money. At show changing situation of the tourism required greater action arranged 

traveler goals, where individuals don't just appreciate by observing yet additionally 

can take an interest in different recreations, sports, experiences, social action and so 

forth. Different methods for showcasing systems are mulled over to draw in voyagers, 

particularly in Gujarat. The different sorts of expert arranging, for example, spatial 

and arrive utilize arranging, strict building controls and so forth are being done for 

appropriate facilitation of services. 
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GUJARAT TOURISM GROWS 17%, EVEN 7 YEARS AFTER 

CAMPAIGN 

The 'Khushboo Gujarat Ki' battle is well past its prime. Amitabh Bachchan's 

appearance in the campaign, which initially went on air in 2010, had given a jolt to 

Gujarat's tourism segment at that point. However, the state still figures out how to 

clutch amazing development rates in vacationer footfalls. On a much-broadened base, 

it has finished a 16.94 for every penny development in vacationer entries in FY17 

over the earlier year. 

 

Gujarat's traveler inflow developed from 38.3 million in FY16 to 44.8 million in 

FY17. Traveler inflow from other Indian states grew 22 for each penny. Business 

remained the overwhelming motivation behind visit, at 55 for each penny of 

vacationer inflow, trailed by otherworldly sightseers at 36 for each penny. As per 

information gathered from the Gujarat Industrial and Technical Consultancy 

Organization (Gitco), which deals with the Tourist Flow Information System for the 

Tourism Corporation of Gujarat Ltd, the development in visitor inflow was 263 for 

each penny contrasted with 2006-07. 

 

The intensified yearly development rate (CAGR) of visitor inflow amid a five-year 

time span amongst FY07 and FY12 was 12.62 for every penny, while the CAGR of 

vacationer inflow amid the previous five-year time frame between| FY12 and FY17is 

14.91 for each penny, denoting a change. 

 

R M Patel, chief consultant, Gitco, featured tourist inflow from other Indian states 

ascended from 9.39 million in FY16 to 11.4 million in FY17. Amid the year, 519,000 

non-inhabitant Indians (NRIs) and 405,000 outsiders went by Gujarat also. Recreation 

vacationer inflow expanded from 2.5 million in FY16 to 3.1 million in FY17. 

Profound vacationers' footfalls have grown 24.6 for each penny while business visitor 

entries have grown 14.7 for every penny. Patel stated, together, these two portions 

(otherworldly and business sightseers), made up 91 for each penny of the tourists 

coming to Gujarat. 

 

Gujarat, be that as it may, needs to adapt to pull in more recreation voyagers. Shravan 

Gupta, official chief for recreation organizations, FCM Travel Solutions India, said 

the separations between spots now and again prevent numerous relaxation sightseers 

intrigued by going to Gujarat. "Better foundation at visitor spots and better network 

are probably going to support relaxation tourism in Gujarat," he said. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Vyas Rajnee: In his book initially called as 'The Asmita of Gujarat', he mesmerizes 

about alert obligations regarding a Gujarati, to serve the country. He has secured 

every one of the parts of the life of Gujarat. Clearly books which fuse not hundreds 

but rather a large number of subtle elements are not going to be finished and add up to 

in themselves. The creator did clarifies the pride of Gujarati's as well as the major 

appealing highlights of Gujarat, starting from its history of formation to distinguish 

land, coastline, glittering lamps, folk-life, forestry and ecology and so on.  

 

Makarand Maheta: He communicates his thoughts on the verifiable advancement of 

tourism in India with uncommon reference to Gujarat. In the antiquated time the 

pompous sanctuaries and King's Palaces were the considerable fascination for 

vacationers. He likewise specified that around then the Gujarati's additionally traded 

in extraordinary East Asia and areas of Africa and established the framework of trade 

and travel. As a matter of fact the author endeavoured to give more accentuation on 

the beginning of various vacationer places with heaps of good and bad times in India 

with uncommon reference to Gujarat. 

 

M. J. Parmar: According to him, "it will be worth to state that Gujarat is a kind of 

place where there is voyagers". He has given principle accentuation on the religious 

tourism and on the premise of the political, financial and social existence of Gujarat 

he inferred that in each work of human life is loaded with religion. The general 

population from Shavdharma, Vaishnavdharma, Jaindharma, Shaktidharma, 

Islamdharma and Parasidharma came to Gujarat. 

 

Rahman S.A.: In his excellent India Series of Gujarat, he said about Gujarat's 

territory, people, heritage, history, geography, economy, polity and tourism etc. which 

is a gift for all scholars, researchers and general readers. He gave a little thought 

regarding the significant attractions of Gujarat, for example, such as national parks, 

sanctuaries, temples, hilly places, archaeological sites so on. In his perspectives 

Gujarat has 4 national parks and 11 centuries.  

 

Basak Tarak Nath: In his exhibited article on "International Tourism in India", he 

clarifies the significant reasons for attractions for remote guests in India. The 

considerable decent variety in Geographical, authentic, efficient and socio-social and 

so on has expanded global tourism in India. In this paper creator has attempted to 

examine the character and present pattern of International tourism in India.  

 

Prasad Kamla: In his book, 'Gujarat Ek Darshan', he wonderfully composes the 

antiquated social and recorded foundation of Gurjars. Amid the time of 200, the 
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Gurjars are trusted, has a place with be 'vaishya' gathering. In any case, later 

Brahmins changed over them to 'Kshatriya' to go up against with Buddhism.  

 

Kaushik Pandya: He made a magnificent showing with regards to with help of his 

better half as a cartographer and GTCL in advancing the Gujarat as totally brilliant 

place for tourism. His book "An adventure to Glorious Gujarat" is an exhaustive 

travel manages which does give the vital traveler data as well as authentic 

significance of the place.  

 

Anoop K R: In his book 'Gujarat Tourism', he flawlessly clarifies the possibility of 

Gujarat as a vacationer goal. The historical backdrop of Gujarat will take you back to 

the most captivating ages of the past, i.e. 5000 year old human advancement throbs 

with musical life. He made an attempted to give a bird's-eye perspective of the 

assorted but then incorporated canvas called Gujarat. 

 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

1. To analyse the development of Gujarat tourism industry 

2. To study impact of tourism industry on development of Gujarat state. 

 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

SOURCES OF DATA 
 
 

Secondary data has been taken from Gujarat Tourism Corporation Limited (GITCL), 

books, articles, journals etc 

2007-2008 to 2015-16 data taken for this research study 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Table 1 : Tourists Flow in Millions 

YEAR Tourist in Millions 

2007-08 12.34 

2008-09 14.12 

2009-10 15.80 

2010-11 17.10 

2011-12 19.81 

2012-13 22.36 

2014-15 25.40 

2015-16 28.79 
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Graph 1 : Tourists Flow in Millions 

 

Table 2 : Tourist Flow: Purpose 

PURPOSE 2011-12 2012-13 2014-15 2015-16 

Business 9.24 11.19 12.35 13.99 

Spiritual 6.61 7.07 8.22 8.98 

Leisure 0.76 1.09 1.22 1.75 

Others 0.40 0.47 0.58 0.68 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In light of study it is inferred that the Gujarat Government (GTCL) is striving to 

influence Gujarat as a tourism to focal point of in India as well as on the planet. As 

the populace is changing, improvement openings zone expanding, the decision and 

need of the general population likewise get changes. Generally since, Gujarati 

individuals had interfaced with various nations of the world (Gulf and South Asian 

and so forth.), so going at far spots is in their blood. The Geographical area of Gujarat 

enhances the social decent variety of the general population, which made it growing 

quick modernly, this social legacy given more driving force to tourism advancement. 

The general population here are for the most part business disapproved and stretch out 

their attempts to outside the nations too. In spite of the fact that, the general 

population of Gujarat in past (additionally in exhibit) went for religious reason yet 

changing interest now drove them to have an extensive variety of prospects, for 

example, for amusement, relaxation, entertainment, social sense and so forth. 

Government is taking now more enthusiasm for creating different ranges (than 

religious spots, for example, waterfront tourism, shoreline tourism, Island tourism, 

nature-based tourism, waterway front tourism, legacy tourism, experience tourism and 

so on. "An offer to advance tourism in the express, the administration will soon 

attempt improvement of over twelve shorelines along 1,600 km coastline, this move is 

relied upon to draw in ventures both from local and abroad to the tune of Rs. 50,000 

crore in the pending Vibrant Gujarat Investor Summit", said Tourism Minister Jay 

Narayan Vyas. Similarly, this year a high visitor inflow has been recorded than earlier 

year and the credit goes to the brand minister of Gujarat, Mr. Amitabh Bachchan and 

it will be worth to state an abundance of thanks for his prized outing to state. There is 

a considerable measure of things to be done in the coming years in light of the fact 

that there is no uncertainty Gujarat has a colossal potential to wind up noticeably a 

tourism center in India, just things required legitimate arranging and usage. 
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